
 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for giving Providential Custom Homes a chance to be the 

builder of your new Dream Home. We created this guide as a roadmap 

for the journey ahead. 

                                                        

 
Whether you first discovered PCH when walking through our Model Home or saw 

our interactive tour online, this is the first step in building your dream home. 

Something about our houses caught your eye and now you’ve embarked on this 

exciting journey to making it yours. During this phase, you’ll gather your needs and 

wants to present to us. Our gallery would be a great place to start. 

 

Have you fallen in love with one of our communities or perhaps already own your 

lot? Or are you set on a certain part of town and need help finding just the right 

property? We are here to help! We build 

Custom Homes in some of the finest 

neighborhoods and locations in and 

around the DFW Metroplex. We can also 

conduct a comprehensive search to help 

you locate and secure the lot or acreage of 

your choice in any area where lots or lands 

are available. 

 

We are a full-service Design & Build Company.  Starting with just what you have, 

whether it be an idea, a picture from a magazine, a sketch, a photograph, or a 

collection of all the above, we can design the home of your dreams, exactly to your 

specifications!  The only way to get exactly what you want in a new home is to 

design it to fit your lifestyle. And of course, browsing our floor plans is a great place 

to start. 

When it comes to estimating the cost of a project, there's absolutely  

no guess work involved.  We perform a comprehensive 

individual cost analysis for every project by breaking the 

house down into footages and quantities as derived from 

the plans and your wish list.  We estimate every phase of 

the project line-by-line in order to arrive at the most 

accurate pricing that can possibly be attained.  Our 

objective is to make sure you get the best combination of 

price, quality and quantity (which equals value) that can 

realistically be delivered within your budget. 

https://breathlesshomes.com/galleries/
https://breathlesshomes.com/new-custom-homes/#available-communities-section
https://breathlesshomes.com/floor-plans-landing-page


 

 

 

 
We have designed a comprehensive set of contract documentation that assures 

both you, the Purchasers, and us, the Builders, 

that every single aspect of your home, right 

down to the smallest detail, will be completed 

just the way we all designed and planned it to 

be.  The most important aspect of our contract 

package is the Construction and Design 

Specification Sheet.  This Document takes you 

room by room through the entire house and 

spells out exactly what amenities will be incorporated into each room and how the 

home will be constructed.  You will find that our attention to detail is without rival! 

 

There’s nothing more exhilarating in the custom home building process than 

breaking ground! Our talented team will go over every detail of your home with 

you at our pre-construction meeting, which ensures your vision will become a 

reality. From that moment moving forward, our construction management 

personnel will keep you informed throughout the construction process. 

 

After the contract is signed, the behind-the-

scenes work begins: we will be busy applying 

for permits, submitting approval from the 

HOA, ordering structural engineering etc.  

• 

After planning and waiting, the construction 

starts! Your lot will be excavated, graded, 

filled, compacted and stabilized as required 

to provide proper and adequate support for 

foundation and proper drainage away from 

your house.  Foundation forms are set, and 

rough plumbing and underground utilities go 

in. Inspections are performed before the 

next phase. 

• 

The Foundation is one of the most important 

components of your home, and one we pay 

special attention to. It will be constructed 

specifically as designed by the Structural 

Foundation Engineer. Mandatory Geo-

Technical Soil Testing and Structural 

Engineering information will be used to 

determine the type of foundation most 

suitable for the lot and soil type of your 

home.  

• 

Aside from the foundation, we believe 

framing is the most important part of the 

building process. This phase includes the 

floor system, exterior and interior walls, roof 

and exterior doors and windows. 

 

• 

In this phase the Mechanicals (electrical, 

plumbing, HVAC and TV/ audio/ security/ 

networking components) are installed. 

Inspections on mechanicals and framing are 

conducted. 

• 

Prior to insulation the bottom 24” of framing 

structure will be pre-treated for termites. 

The exterior walls are foam sprayed, and 

drywall is hung, secured and finished. 

• 

All the trim, stair parts, interior doors and 

Custom cabinets are installed at this time. 

• 

All the interior walls, trim and cabinets are 

painted in the color that you have chosen. 

• 

During this phase, all bath and floor tile 

along with wood flooring is installed 

• 

We’re on the home stretch! In this stage, 

countertops are installed, and the plumbing, 

HVAC and electrical systems are completed. 

Wood floors are stained and finished, and 

carpet is installed. Outside, the driveways 

and walks are poured. 

• 

The irrigation, fence (if applicable), 

landscape and sod are installed.  



 

 

Upon completion, it’s time to take the keys to your custom home and  

plan your housewarming party. You can now enjoy your beautiful 

home and rest assured that our commitment to you  

extends well beyond closing date. Our warranty coverage is 

 part of the support and service we offer you. 
 

 

 

 

Now you know what to expect when you build a Providential Custom 

Home. Give us a call and come see for yourself why we pride ourselves 

in our values, our product and the relationships we form with our 

Homeowners due to this commitment to excellence. 

 


